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for a detailed description of the ghost partition, see the document ghost partition.disadvantages of
the norton ghost partition if you want to boot another operating system on the same computer, you
must have at least one empty primary partition on the hard drive. if you shrink the primary partition,

norton will warn you not to create a smaller primary partition than it says is recommended. this
warning has been discontinued in some versions of ghost. ghost does not allow you to image or

restore a computer without booting from a bootable image. you can only image or restore a
computer if you have a bootable hard drive or cd. however, if you have a bootable hard drive, ghost
can image or restore a computer without booting from a bootable cd. because ghost does not allow
you to image or restore a computer without booting from a bootable image, a bootable image must
be used to restore the computer. a bootable image is a copy of the computer operating system that
you can boot from. if a bootable image is not available, you will not be able to restore the computer.
the software passed every test, though the substantial number of configuration options left room for

error. the menu-based scripting of tasks in ghost ce is challenging to learn, but the trade-off is
flexibility. the ghost console's ability to create detailed filters for system identification, sorting and
reporting will be exceptionally useful in managing networks with widely varied machine types and

software builds. norton ghost offers a variety of backup and recovery options. in addition to
performing traditional backup and recovery functions, norton ghost can be used as a full-featured
application that integrates with microsoft windows. it can also run automatically in the background
to capture files that change on your system. the interface is designed to be simple to use, and can
be accessed from either the command line or through an integrated backup wizard. it is suitable for

both mac and windows systems.
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however, the good news
is that norton ghost is

free and it is a very good
and safe option for you if
you are looking for a safe
and secure way to back
up your data. if you are
still using norton ghost
and would like to switch
to another backup tool,
we highly recommend

that you use acronis true
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image 2018. this is a very
good backup tool and it is

very easy to use. it is
available for windows,
linux and mac. you can
download acronis true

image 2018 from acronis
site. however, we want to
tell you that this is a paid
tool and we recommend
you to use acronis true
image 2019 if you are

interested in using a free
product. there is no limit
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to the number of drives
you can boot from with

ghost. this feature is
especially useful if you
want to use a second

drive to boot from as well
as booting from a first
drive. for example, you

can boot from a cd drive,
a usb drive, and a sata

drive all at the same time.
ghost lets you choose the
default operating system
to boot to when you boot
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the ghost-imaged system,
and this setting applies to
all drives (including the
drive you are booting

from). you can also boot
the ghost-imaged

computer from a second
drive (or even a cd), but
you dont have to have a

second drive or cd on
hand. norton ghost lets
you choose the drive

selection method for the
device or target disk. you
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can also choose to boot
the ghost-imaged

computer from a second
drive (or even a cd), but
you dont have to have a

second drive or cd on
hand. you can use ghost

to backup and restore the
contents of a hard disk

drive or partition. you can
also use ghost to restore

the contents of a hard
disk drive or partition that
has been formatted to a
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different operating
system. 5ec8ef588b
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